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  Motor Yacht

Go Bill

42ft. motorboat with  

a spacious cockpit, 

comfortable double 

sofas for a cosy lunch 

area, a large sundeck 

allows you to lie com-

fortably in the sun, 

two cabins for cozy  

napping and a toilet.

Morning* or Sunset* 

Private Cruise?

All day Private Cruise?

A luxury private half day cruise 
inside the Caldera and the rearby islands 

We depart from Vlycada Marine at 
           10:00* for the Morning Cruise or at 

15:00* for the Sunset Cruise. 

We pass the Red beach, the White beach, the Indian Rocks 

and Mesa Pigadia beach. We can stop for photos or swimming upon 

your request. We continue our cruise passing by the lighthouse 

and we sail to Thirassia Island, there, while anchored, you’ll enjoy 

a snack on board. Next stop is the picturesque Ammoudi Bay and 

Oia. On our way back, we pass by the volcanic beaches of Palea and 

Nea Kameni, where we’ll stop for swimming 

and we return to Vlychada.
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the choice is yours
Enjoy a life time experience 
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Enjoy every
special occasion and

celebration as a lifetime 
experience on a private cruise

in Santorini
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Complimentary for every Cruise:
 • Round trip transfer 
  • Gourmet snack on board 
   • Unlimited soft drinks, beer or bottled
       local white wine 
     • Free wifi on board & snorkeling equiment Free wifi on board & snorkeling equiment

Enjoy every
special occasion and

celebration as a lifetime 
experience on a private cruise

in Santorini
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